
K MARK 

Duct Cleaning Specialist 
 

 

Specialist in Domestic Duct Cleaning, Repairing & Installations 

duct repairs melbourne 

Using only genuine duct cleaning equipment and technology, K-mark offers prompt and 

personalised quality services that guarantee the best possible result in cleaning your ducted 

heating and cooling system. 

 

K-mark has been a reputable service provider of ducted heating and cooling system services 

in the greater Melbourne metropolitan area since 1998. 

 

K-mark enjoys a solid history in delivering specialised domestic ducted system services,  

including : 

Duct Cleaning 

Repairs 

Add-ons and Installations 

In Australia, millions of dust mites and germs infest ducted heating and cooling systems that 

can expose elderly people and children to the risk of asthma, allergies and headaches. 

Unlike most of our competitors, K-mark only uses highly-specialised equipment such as the 

advanced Negative Air Extractors and Flexible Spinning Cable Brushes that guarantees a 

premier duct cleaning for healthier indoor living environment for you and your family. 

Why Choose K-mark? 

 K-mark is fully insured and guaranteed. 

 K-mark uses genuine equipment and technology. 

 K-mark delivers professional and personalised quality services. 

 K-mark performs the highest standard job. 

 K-mark offers amazing sanitising & deodorising. 

 K-mark specialises in difficult duct repairs and installations. 

 K-mark provides genuine advice on duct cleaning, repairs and installations. 

 

 

 



Important Hints 

Specialist in Domestic Duct Cleaning, Repairing   Installations 

 

Q How is a ducted system cleaned? 

A It is a simple combination of using high-pressure air to dislodge dust and dirt from outlets, 

Flexible Spinning Cable Brushes to penetrate into the return duct and a powerful extractor to 

suck the dust and dirt out from the system. 

Q Do all duct cleaners provide with same quality job? 

A No, only a few duct cleaning service providers have the genuine equipment, expertise and 

commitment to quality to deliver a premier service. 

Q How do you guarantee the best cleaning result? 

A The key to the best cleaning result lies in removing the dust and dirt accumulated within the 

return (intake) duct and heating unit. K-mark uses Negative Air Extractors as well as Flexible 

Spinning Cable Brushes to penetrate deep into the return duct to clean it thoroughly, unlike our 

competitors who only use hand brushes that can only reach the top surface of the return duct. 

Q What is K-mark’s cleaning process? 

A K-Mark follows approved 5 steps 

1. Inspect duct system to determine that it is working properly. 

2. Clean the return duct (intake) with Flexible Spinning Cable Brushes. 

3. Clean the heating unit, including the fan & motor. 

4. Clean all outlets and the ducts. 

5. Sanitise and deodorise with our own unique products. 

Q Why is it important to clean ducted system regularly? 

A important to clean ducted system regularly 

 To improve indoor air quality. 

 To remove the breeding ground for dust mites, dead skin and hair etc. 

 To reduce fire risk and costly maintenance 

 To save energy costs by increasing efficiency. 

 


